Friday, November 30: School
- Uniform top & yoga pants

Saturday, December 1: State Semi Finals vs. St. Joe’s @ Altoona High School HS (3479 Crescent Road, Altoona, PA 16602)
- Time: TBD in high school lobby
- Attire
  - Black flared leggings
  - Uniform top or Under Armour long sleeve
  - Layering…
    - Captains will decide what to layer based on temp. when girls arrive at game
- Hair
  - Low pony
- Bow
  - White
- Poms
  - White
- Additional Gear
  - Seniors bring megaphones
  - White quarter zip
  - Black quarter zip
  - Black fleece zip up
  - White jacket
  - Green & white scarf
  - Black gloves
  - Black headband
  - Rain gear
    - Trash bag to put cheer bag in if it rains
    - Hat
    - Poncho

Monday, December 3: Practice @ 5:30
- Black top, black bottoms, black bow